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Dear Dixie,

Feedback on fortune tellers and Memphian Jon Hassell's fortune.

A/P
1462 POPLAH AVE
MEMPHIS TN 38104

901/2M-3550

Concerned women Dedicated To Quality Health
Care. Comprehensive Birth
Control and
Gynecological Services Free Counseling and
Pregnancy Testing. Special Student Bates. Early
Pregnancy Termination. All Services Confidential.

q

Civil Words

By Larry Moore
Washed in the blood of the traditional black church, Larry Mooredelivers a
sermon you've always wanted to hear.

A

Inner City Essays
By Phyllis Tickle
The Inner City visits Anne Marbury Hutchinson, persecuted by the
Christian Right of 1637. A patriot who found no charity in the church, this
early feminist was confined in her search for freedom in community.

The Oiliest Bookstore in Memphis Offers
Used and rare hooks of all kinds
Works on Memphis history and by local authors
Technical hooks and elementary textbooks
Out-of-print searches and Special Orders
Small press poetn/ and fiction

Burke s Book Store

Childbirth: A Father's Experience
By Don McGregor
"Someone's gonna hafta explain it to me. I'm not sure what it means. My
baby's feelin' funny in the mornin'- she's havin'trouble fittin'into her jeans."

Photos by Judy Card

Judy Chicago's "The Dinner Party"

634 Poplar Avenue 38105

By Patricia Campbell

We create the complement . . .
You receive the compliments.
Limited Prints and
Reproductions
Custom Designed Matting
and Framing
Local Artist Works Available
ONE DAY SERVICE

(FRAME WORKS)

Who's who at The Dinner Party? Thoughts on a controversial tribute to
women! Check your knowledgeof women in history with the Flyer's match
auiz.

V
^

Tom O'Neil Remembers Lennon
We were all followers, and Lennon's assassination by a fan elicits Tom's
reflections on the impact of the Beatles on his life.

Fan: an enthusiastic devotee or follower, short for fanatic.
Art concept by Robert Baker. Photo lithography by Deb Patrick.

Kaya and The Welders at Trader Dick's

By Diana Stein

Reggae in the flesh.
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New Music in Memphis

By Lyn Gillick

Support your living American composer. Lyn Gillick ferrets out the
innovative muse at Memphis State.
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JL X

The Class of '80

By P.A. Lubniewski

Summa cum Loud: Springsteen, Simon and Wonder.

Editor: Sara Van Horn
Art Director: Robert Baker
Editorial Assistants: Larry Bomar,Patricia Campbell,

The Women's Resource Center
will be offering a series of workshops
for women and men beginning in late
January.
Assertive Training, Meditation,
Creative Writing, Stress Manage
ment, Holistic Health and more.
For Additional Information Call
458-1407

Ad Paid for by Publisher

Laurie Lomar, Calvin Murphy,
Jane Clair Neil
Production: Elbert Greer, Deb Patrick,Betsy Williams
Advertising Sales: Jude Duff ell, Dorothy Feimster,
Kathy McGregor, Calvin Murry,
Dave Potts
The Dixie Flyer is published by The Dixie Flyer Press,
P.O. Box 40074, Memphis, Tennessee, 38104.
Copyright, 1980, all rights reserved. All manuscripts,
letters, artwork and photographs submitted for publi
cation will be returned if sent with the enclosure of a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. All opinions
expressed herein are those of the writers and do not
represent any editorial stand by the staff of this news
paper. Editorial and advertising inquiries should be
addressed to: DIXIE FLYER, P.O. Box 40074, Memphis,
Tennessee 38104, or call 722-8730. Typeset and printed
by Composet, Memphis, TN.

Dixie Flyer is produced entirely by volunteers and
distributed free in the Mid-South.
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Dear Dixie,
I enclose herewith a photo
graph of my wife wearing my
Dixie Flyer T-shirt, taken in the
"Old Stage Coach" on Union Ave
nue during my visit to Memphis
this year. As far as I am
concerned it is the most musically
vibrant city in the U.S.A. - there
fore the world.
I was pleased to learn that
Memphis State University via Dr.
David Evans is recording blues
(High Water Recording) in
addition to organizing it's annual
Salute to Memphis Music.
May I record my thanks to
Don Esell and Knox Phillips for
their help and kindness during
my stay in Memphis.
Yours musically,
Pete Ward
Sheffield, England

I just wanted to thank you
for running the advertisement
about the Memphis Music
Directory in the Dixie Flyer
Weve had several requests for
directories that I know were gen
erated from the ad. Your support
is greatly appreciated.
Ward Archer, Jr.
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences
Directory Chairman,
Memphis Chapter

We just wanted to drop you a
note thanking you for the fine
review Laurie Lamar gave us. It's
really nice to see that there are
people who notice us and can put
their thoughts into words so well.
Please stay in touch. We need
all the support we can get.
Thanks again,

DQOmJ^ulck pMritZ
1326-A Poplar (at Cleveland)

Memphis, TN. 38104

RANDY SIMMONS
PHONE: 725-7742

MANAGER

larrri / Gift boxes for Christmas featuring:
» •

avocado, cocoa

Herbs A Spices:

Pure incense slicks

SiKiehto!

19A N" C°°Per

Michael Hoyst
For "Snow"
Atlanta, GA

Kama Sutra Products.

— since 1851"

Got the issue & the tee-shirtnow it shows when my littleheart
goes pit-a-pat.
Ah, fate...I left Memphis
against the advice of a palmreader on Summer east of Eastern
Parkway. She gave me the
standard rap in the requisite
Hungarian accent and then
insisted that I forget my first
husband. You struck out, lady, I
only feel guilt for him. She
furrowed her brow and muttered
that there was something very
wrong and she needed time-and
$60--to burn a candle and pray for
me. Even psychic energy is rising
in cost and I'd already given her
the second $5 bill I'd brought for
the celebration of myfuture fullof
tall-dark-handsome-strangers.
No way. I got to the car and
remembered she had promised
three questions before she had
hurriedly ushered me out. I
pounded on the door and
demanded she tell me about my
"future on the road." "DON'T,"
she said, and slammed the door.
Well, a few weeks later found
me visiting NYC with my friend
Alexis (a copy of her videotape on
Mose Vincent is in the NYC
Library) and I called this boy
friend from 12 years ago, and I
joined his band, and he had just
left an old girlfriend, and I could
replace the pianoplayer &
girlfriend, and...
Well, he got married a couple
months ago and here I am...

Your reviewer wrote a very
perceptive review about Possible
Musics, thealbum my brotherJon
has recorded with Brian Eno.
This is all the more remark
able because the album is a very
subtle piece of music, not at all
easy to express in a manner
understandable to non-musi
cians. But I felt that Lyn Garrick
did accomplish that in her review.
Also, I sent the Flyer's review
to my brother Jon, and he replied
that it was more to theheart of his Missing you all,
work than some of the national Reseda Mickey
publications which reviewed Brooklyn, NY
Possible Musics.
Further, the severest critic of
-11 (our mother, Rhilla),
considered the Flyer's review to
be the most expressive of all the
reviews.
I enjoyed reading DixieFlyer.
It has a tone of passionate
Don Hassell
decency that I very much admire.
Memphis, TN
It's quite an accomplishment.
Jon Hassell's Possible Michael Slater
Musics, Jem Records, is listed
as one of the top ten LP's of Ailanthus Press
1980, N.Y. Times, list NYC, N.Y.
compiled by Robert Palmer.

722-8898

Kimbrough
FINE W I N E S a n d SPIRITS

Since 1938, we have offered the very finest
selection of imported and domestic wines
available in the Mid-South.
Browsing encouraged from 9:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.

1483 Union

278-5881

HEALTHY
TRADING
A NATURAL FOOD STORE 1783 UNION AVENUE-rear

This location serving Mid-town for 11 ^
Whole Provisions Available In Bulk:
Tools For Better Living:
-Nuts, nut mixtures,seeds,grains, flours,oils,
-Citrus A veggie juicers, flourAspics mills,
beans, honey, maple syrup,driec! fruits, brai
coffee grinders, sprouters, water distillers A
wheat germ.good-tasting yeast, lecithin,pasta,
portable purifiers
granola, ascorbic acid, maxi-crop fertilizer,
-MOTHER EARTH NEWS, East West Journal,
fructose, raw sugar, powdered milk, sea sal
Organic Gardening, A other alternative pub
yogurt powder, soy sauce, cheese, coconut,
lications
vroaii»or8, ana more
- Dharma Seals, T-Shirts, MA A Footsie rollers
imported teas, spices A herbs (you scoop itl)
-Nutritional reference A cook books
-Naturally decaffeinated Columbian coffee
-Instructional charts/posters on vitamins,
-Wide selection of bottled waters
herbs, acupuncture, zone therapy, Tibetan
-Natural vitamins A supplements
eye, food combining, proteincomplements
-Freshly baked breads A cakes
-Natural bristle brushes,toothbrushes,conto
- Fertile yard eggs, raw milk cheese,fresh
butter, tofu.miso A yogurt
-Purest soeps,oils,A salts for the bath
Balms, lotions,shampoo, masks, Frenchclays,
- Organic pet foods, flea collars, vitamins A
A cosmetics
•vpvwwm# tu conaiiion coai
- Select grades of ginseng, dong quai, fo tl,
SNACK BAR serving daily from 11-3
ma huang, and other Chinese medlcinals
featuring: fresh juices, soups,salads,
- Arizona bee pollen A imported propolis
sandwiches, shekesA specials 11
-New Age cards A calendars
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE
- Fine hnpc
" "incense ana cnerooel
I -nne
rnipuriau

OPEN 7 DAYS
mon-sat: 9=30-7
Sunday; 12-6

mc/visa
901-278-6444

Drew Clarke &Wende Martin
owners/proprietors
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Jewel Medley
3536 Walker
323-2074

Support Your Local Craftsperson

Civil

Wednesday, 7:30

Hair Braiding Beads
Custom Hat Bands
Baby Letter Beads
Feathers & Rocks

1877 Madison
Free Leather-working class

Words

Buy Local Arts and Crafts Supplies

to

DUNKIM*
DONUTS
o

11

Buck A Bag

6 Donuts

S For «1»
It's Worth The Trip
Offer Good At This Location Only:

1776 Union

COUPON

•••CLIP THIS COUPON •••

SAFE

$122 OFF g

A \IV
CL* i
ANY
Shirt

I

I
T-SHIRTS
INTERNATIONAL.
239 S.Cooper
Mid-town-Mempho f§

J

522-8383

the little chef's
GREAT
STEAK
SALE
5 OZ. FILET

SERVED WITH POTATO AND SALAD
BRING A FRIEND

SECOND ONE HALF-PRICE
JANUARY SPECIAL
Regular Hamburger 850

Beer, Pizza, Dell Sandwiches, and Kosher Chili Dogs

THE LITTLE CHEF RESTAURANT
1737 Union • Memphis, TN
10-8 M-Sat.

Ph: 276-6239

Larry Moore
The latest media sensation is
something called the Christian
Right. Thismovement seemsto be
a throw-back tothe earlyPilgrims
whose laws declared nodrinking,
smoking, gambling, dancing, sex,
or anything else that looked like
fun. Punishment for violations
ranged from beatings and banish
ments to public humiliation, and
brandings. Today's Christian
Right seems to favor all of this
except maybe the public
humiliation.
The main difference between
the old Pilgrims and the new
Christian Right is that the
Pilgrims only applied their laws
to their own colony of Pilgrims.
The Christian Right wants to
apply their principles to anyone
passing within 200 miles of the
U.S. coast.
All of which takes me back to
one of the distinctions my father,
who is a very religious Baptist,
always makes betweena religious
person and a church person. A
religious person is one who is
concerned about the state of their
own soul, whostrives to maintain
their humbleness in the sight of
God, and who is concerned with
the decent and proper treatment
of others.
A church person is concerned
only about trips to church, and
i about making other people act
"moral." As for their own soul,
submission to God, or respect for
| others, all of this is usually
missing. Money, power, prestige,
and classism are the things that
makes the church person tick.
This is what makes the moral
majority tick.
College taught me later, that
this distinction isa historical one.
In ancient Rome, Christians first
came to light for their loving
treatment of all people and forthe
fact that when given a choice
between being fed to lions and
giving up their Christianity, they
chose the lions.
This show of Christian
Religion was a shocking contra
diction. From the caveman to
today, a person who is gentle,
kind, and full of loveis considered
weak. Yet here were people with
all of these "weak" characteris
tics who yet were brave enough,
and strong enough to face lions
unarmed.
However, after Constantine
made Christianity the official
religion of theRoman Empire, the
church people thatwe knowtoday

Heinrick Kley

quickly developed. Instead of per
fecting their faith, love, decency,
and strength, to the point of
facing death cheerfully, these
new Christians choose instead to
convert others in whole-sale
quantities at the point of the stateowned sword.
Today's Christian Right
again wants to turn that stateowned sword on any who fail to
toe the line. This type of people
seems to forget that it is the pure
of heart who see God, not the men
and women who close down a
dance hall. It is the peace-makers
who are children of God, not the
one who wars against their
sisters and brothers, and would'
send them to prison for a sin. It is
the meek who shall inherit the
earth, not the proud who stand on
a mountain of aims and order all
to obey.
These 'churchpersons,' th
of the Christian Right have
forgotten which of those things
belong to God, and which belongs
to Caesar, and in their own arro
gance seem to think that it does
not make a difference.
As a Christian of long
standing, I am always saddened
by these so-called God-fearing
people who have interpreted the
command to let one's light shine
through, as meaning to let one's
sword flash in the light.
This is not religion, this isnot
love, this is not even morality.
The essence of morality is choice.
The essence of choice is the right
to say no. When a sinner told
Jesus no, Jesus blessed him and
moved on. Ordering and
commanding is not a part of the
Judeo-Christian Ethic. It is
certainly obvious then that the
Judeo-Christian Ethic is not a
part of the Christian Right.
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Anne Marbury Hutchinson
was the first American feminist
and one of our most brilliant early
patriots. Born in 1591 in
Lincolnshire, England, she was
the daughter of a broken and
distraught Anglican priest.
Father Marbury had been vic
timized all his life by an inability
to choose between his public
ambitions and hiscompelling but
highly unorthodox religious and
political convictions. Like many
another priest, he finally survived
his own conflicts by pouring into
his daughter all of his
considerable learning and most of
his radical ideas.In late girlhood,
Anne married a handsome and
mature textile merchant, William
Hutchinson, who was susceptible
to her unconventional views but
who, because he was a successful
businessman, seemed always to
escape censure for supporting his
wife's opinions and actions. In
1634 they left England and came
as settlers to Boston with their
children and his thriving
business.
In the Colonies, Anne's
strong personality, her inexhaustable concern for the poor,
her constant devotion in nursing
the sick and, in particular, her
superb skill as a midwife
endeared her to the whole area,
making her one of its most
popular citizens. Her belief,
however, that every human being
must worship God directly and in
the way which he or she under
stands to be most fitting flew
directly in the faces of the
protestant pastors who demand
ed from their congregations a
paternalistic hierarchy of
authority and a personal loyalty
to the pastors themselves.
Unlike her father, Anne
refused to compromise with
pressure. The Hutchinsons esta
blished prayer and study sessions
in their home and continued to
work for religious equality.
Finally the pastors were forced
either to succumb or to act. They
chose to act. Ironicallyit was once
more Anne against whom they
moved, leaving her affluent
husband free to continue traffick
ing in the textiles which the
Massachusetts settlement so
constantly needed. Anne was
tried for heresy, found guilty and
imprisoned in a small atticabove
one of the pastors' homes. She
spent the winter of 1637-38 locked
in an unheated garret, ill and
pregnant with her thirteenth
child.
The letter printed below was
recently imagined among Anne
Hutchinson's papers.

My dear husband,
It is now the 67th day of my
imprisonment. The burden of my
separation from you and our
beloved children seems no easier
to bear than when the pastors
first brought me here. Although
the infant has not quickened,I am
sure now that I am with child.
Remembering our last time
together, I am glad of the
situation. Yet I am ill every day
from rising for my prayers to
lying down at night after the
same. To separate the distress of
one's body from the ache of one's
soul is always tedious. I can not
marshall sufficient strength to
determine clearly all thecauses of
my discomfort, but my illness
appears to meto arise in the main
from my body. My mind seems
more able each day to flee this
coldness and give itself over to
considerations never before
allowed it.
Particularly I fret for the
child. Confined as I am in
quarters witnout proper nounsnment or exercise, I fear it shall be
sickly; or that my labor, being
difficult from disuse of my limbs,
will crush it. If the pastors do not
act soon, I fear also that my
condition may become obvious.
They might then even elect to
delay sentence. I can not endure
the thoughtof bearing ourchild in
prison, only in freeness.
It is indeed, dear one, to
freedom that I more and more
turn my wandering mind; not to
my own oreven tothat of the child
- it is rather to freedom as a
principle. I have not the slightest |
doubt but that Goodwife Annie is
correct. The pastors will send us
all forth from this place in the
Spring as exiles to New York or
some other unsettled part of this
hard land. They will free
themselves (orso they will say,I'll
warrant) from our dissension,
and free us to think differently
from them. It may well be that the
very vastness of this land will
prevent our ever treating of
freedom in community; will deter
us; indeed, from the political
truths we yearned todiscover and
establish here. I fear it, anyway.
For freedom can be conceived of,
can be defined, only in
community. Humankind in ones
and twos alone in open land are
only independent, ungoverned
save by divine law and private
conscience.
For if Mistress Dugan were to
leave the bolt unthrown onenight
after supper and I should,
noticing her omission, manage to
slip down the stairs and out to
you, we should not yet, I think, be

free. Thatrealization has arrested
my attention for this four days
past. For weeks I had petitioned
Heaven earnestly for her forgetfulness. Last Sabbath evening,
for one moment, shewalked away
and then, remembering, came
back to throw the bolt. I wept for
half the next hour for the bitter
ness of the disappointment. Then,
in my despair, I was led to know
that had she gone on down
unheeding, and I slipped out to
you and weon tothe wilderness,it
would not be freedom.
It is hard to think more just
now and my fingers are too numb
to hold the pen longer, same to
say, my beloved, that you are in
my thoughts as your child is in
my body. Pray for us as we pray
for you that we may be united
soon. If not free, then at least
released from Boston and this
separation.
Your loving wife,
Anne
P.S. When next the pastors
say max sumeoiie Uia^ conic,
please inquire whether or not I
may have the quilt that Goodwife
Annie made. I am so cold here.
Take cheer, dear husband, from
our Saviour and His mercy.
Remember all the children from
me and tell Rebecca to see to her
cold. She must not stand again
beneath my window herelike that
until she is fully recovered. My
heart dies with need of you, my
husband.
23 December
Boston Township
Anno Domini 1637
In the Spring of 1638 Anne
Hutchinson and her family were
banished from the Church and
from Boston. If imprisonment
bore down sorely on her, separa
tion almost destroyed him and as
a result, he died, only months
after having re-settled Anne and
their children safely in new
surroundings in Rhode Island.
Anne yearned to live near the sea
and after William's death, she re
established the family a final
time on Long Island. There, in
1643, Indians killed her and all
her children save one who
escaped to carry on his mother's
work. Her memory, however,
hardly needed help, even from
him.
Readers wishing to know
more about Anne Hutchinson and
her place in our history may want
to also read Witnesses, a 1980
Houghton-Mifflin release by
Mary Moran Heidisch. It is a
stunning and beautifultestimony
to what one woman can and did
i effect in one lifetime.
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ADVERTISERS

WHO SUPPORT
THE DIXIE FLYER

^Artists'

supplies
Memphis' most complete art
store. Everything for professional,
student, and amateur artists.

ART CENTER SUPPLY STORE
1636 UNION AVENUE
276-6321

WOMEN'S
RESOURCE
CENTER
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BURN our

Film and discussion facilitated
by Dorothy Feimster.
Jan. 15, 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Peabody Public Library
Meeting Room B
Peabody Public Library
Meeting Room B

Childbirth:

A Father's Experience
Don McGregor

Each birth is different from
all others just as each person is
different, and each one should be
treated special. Most hospitals
have long since established more
or less assembly line methods
that leave little involvement to
the women or couple givingbirth.
These methods are fine for those
who want to be knocked out cold
and awakened when it's over, but
there are many of us who see
giving birth as a deeply meaning
ful, somehow spiritual process
that ideallyshould be experienced
as fully as possible.

When Sarah Fortune
McGregor came into our
world and peed on history
for the first time, I was
there.
n. a nut tnesort 01tnmgyou a
want to go into cold, however.
Like most men in our society, I
knew very little about the process
of birth. It was through training
by Certified Nurse Midwives
Linda Wheeler and Peg Burke
that I was able to get over my
fears and learn enough about it to
feel like I could actually help. Peg
and Linda work at Crump
Women's Hospital through the
auspicies of U.T. doing a wonder
ful job of putting the family back
into birth.
Our daughter Sarah's birth
took place at Crump,and with the
exception of the lady at the
emergency room desk, who is paid
to be mean, everyone there was
extremely nice, helpful, and
caring.
It all started back about 9
months ago, when the doctor
confirmed our hopes. I don't think
they sacrifice rabbits anymorefor
pregnancy tests. They use
something like a sheep's cuticle,
or ovum, or maybe it's a goat's. I
don't know. It doesn't matter. The
end result is the same. Your mate
begins immediately to show
extravagant fluctuations in her
emotions. Dire Wolf moods follow
rainbows and butterflies like a
roller coaster at which the brakeman has resigned. That smallbreasted, almost tomboyish
figure that drove you madly into
love begins to bulge out in her Tshirt front, like intelligent grape
fruits.
She sleeps more, complains of
back-aches, hogs allof the pillows
and most of thecovers, and wants
a Shoney's Big Boy at 11 o'clock

at night. There is noquestion, but
that you have to go and get it.
If I am giving you the
impression that pregnant women
are difficult to live with, it is1
because that is my honest
intention. They're nearly
impossible. However, it is worth
it. For all the unexplicable tears,
complaints, and demands, there
are also smiles that pour out from
some mysterious, magical place
deep inside. Smiles that warm the
room. Smiles that bring tears to
your eyes. Smiles that make your
old piano sound in tune. Smiles
that tickle your ivories.
During the first three
months, it is all you can think

jrobably logged 40 hours of
vorking on the air conditioner.
Vith all the extra weight, the
temperature feels about ten
degrees hotter to a pregnant
woman.
For Kathy, the physical
discomfort was the hardest part.
For me, it was the waiting.
Whenever I got bored, and it
seemed like the pregnancy would
last forever, I took down a book
and read about the particular
stage of development the fetus
was in. It's awe-inspiring to look

about, all you talk about. You
begin to boreyour friends at work,
and you never get out to see them
any other time. You watch over
her constantly, while at home,
sometimes awakening in the
middle ofthe night simply to stare
at her sleeping. She is beautiful.
You sleep with your hand on her
belly, and can't believe there is
actually another person in there.
The word "miracle" develops
meaning.
The next few months become
a blurr. Her belly expands into an
orb. It looks like somethingshe is
carrying, maybe a watermelon,or
a basketball. The grapefruits are
getting riper by the minute, and
must by this time have individual
I.Q.'s exceeding 150.
The second trimester (4th,
5th and 6th months) seemed to go
on forever. Our pregnancy wasn't
helped at all by the record
— breaking heat wave of '80. I

at your wife's orb of a belly and
know that "...during this week,
the nose is formed, along with the
ears, fingers and toes..."
The last few weeks were
almost unbearable for Kathy. Her
back ached constantly, no
position sleeping, sitting, or
standing was comfortable, and
most of all, she moved carefully
through each day and night
constantly aware that at any
moment, no matter where she
was, or what she was doing, her
water might break.
For the expectant mother or
father, it is onething toknow that
some time around nine months
down the road you are going to go
through birth wide awake, with
hopefully no drugs, but to realize
it might be tomorrow, tonight, or
right now gets to be a scary thing.
Kathy and I went to an
"Early Bird Class" for two weeks
in the first
trimester of ~ our

Photos: Judy Card

pregnancy to discuss nutrition
and the coming changes; an
Options Class in the middleof our
pregnancy in which we learned of
the many different ways one can
choose to give birth and then
every Wednesday night during
the last month to Prepared Child
birth Classes. All of these classes
were taught by Peg and Linda
and, though I'll admit I dozed
through a couple of them, on the
whole they were well done,
interesting lessons with visual
aides, movies, and video-tapes of
live birth. Let me be one more
father to sing the praise of Nurse
Midwives in general and Linda
Wheeler and Peg Burke in parti
cular.
Peg and Linda had helped us
prepare with each prenatal visit,
and we wereconfident we could do
it, but impending reality never
fails to frighten you no matter
how prepared you are in theory.
By graduation time I was a lot
less scared and much more
confident that, in a pinch, I could
deliver the baby myself.
Kathy's greatest fears were
natural. Of course the fear of
something being wrong with the,
baby enters your head, and it
doesn't help to know that the
averages are way in your favor.
Along with everything else,
Kathy naturally feared the pain.
The breathing and concentration
exercises, much like a form of
yoga, are methods for dealing
with pain, staying in control, and
relaxing so that the baby comes
out as smoothly as possible with
no damage to it or the mother.
My worst fears about
assisting at the birth were as
follows:
(a) I would faintdead away at
the mostcrucial moment, missthe
actual birth, and falling with a
theatrical thud, be more of a
nuisance than a help.
(b) I would get so nervous,
that as soon as the wet, slippery
newborn was in my hands, I
would drop her, then faint dead
away at the...etc.
However, as it finally turned
out, the birth itself went so fast
there was no time to worry.
Sunday evening, October 5,
Kathy made chili for supper. We
ate, and Kathy washed the
dishes. After the dishes were put
away, the cat was fed, and Chuck
and Cori, our other children, were
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in bed, Kathy and I lay down
"I thought you had it."
across our bed to talk.
"I thought you had it." etc.
I can't remember the
Another contraction before
conversation exactly. I think I we got in the Emergency Room
was in the midst of some fishing door.
story when Kathy's eyes gotwide.
I suppose that somany people
I tried to continue my story, but
come into the emergency room
when she started giggling, I pumping adrenaline like I was
finally had to ask, "What is it?"
that they automatically have to
"My water broke."
station a real ogre at the desk to
"You're kidding," said I, and calm people down.
once again tried to finish my
"My wife is having a baby!"
story, making the fish twice as big
"You're name, please?"
this time, and a bass instead of a
"My wife's-"
cat.
"Your name, please?"
"No, I'm serious," she
This lady could do a great
interrupted.
Jack Webb impersonation. I filled
At least twice before, Kathy out form after form, while Kathy
had poured a glass of water into had another contraction. She
her lap as a practical joke, so I said, "I have to go pee, or
was by this time suspicious. I something," and they let her go
followed her into the bathroom, on through the double doors while
and confirmed the issue. Tonight I signed my name and forged
was the night.
Kathy's to twenty-seven pieces of
The first thing you do is call paper with print so fine a flea
the Nurse Midwife. I did. Linda couldn't read it.
Wheeler answered. I rattled off
I asked if there was a doctor,
everything I knew so far..
or someone back there with her,
"Water broke at 10:00 p.m.,
and Ms. Ogre Webb assured me
one contraction two minutes there was.
later. Color of waters clear. No
A lie. There wasn't even
green, a good sign indicating the anyone back there to show her
baby is not stressed."
where thebathroom was. A young
Linda asked how we felt, doctor finally noticed her
reminded us to call the babysitter wandering around the halls, dida
and warn them, to call the photo quick pelvic exam, and
grapher, and told us to try and pronounced, "What we have here
sleep, or at least rest until the
contractions were down to four
minutes apart and lasting 60
seconds. Usually, this takes
several hours at least, and for first
babies 18 to 20 hour labors-arex/i
that uncommon.
Kathy began making
sandwiches to take with us to the
hospital while I called our baby
sitter, Steve Lockwood and our
photographer, Judy Card.
Kathy stopped in midsandwich to have another
contraction, took a shower, laid
down on the bed, got back up, and
starting trying to convince me we
should go to the hospital now, not
later
What I did duringall this was
KEEP CALM! At least that's
what most of my energy was
spent in doing.
I checked our checklist a
dozen times, stoppingevery seven
to eight minutes to time a
contraction and jot down the time is what we call . your basic
it began and howmany seconds it "complete."
I called the babysitter and
lasted. By about 10:30, they were
asked him to bring the suitcase,
below seven minutes apart and
lasting 45 seconds. By 11:20 p.m., while still signing forms and
answering, silly questions like,
the last couple of intervals had
been SVz minutes and 3, and we "...and what is your wife's
grabbed everything and headed mother's maiden name?"
At last, just as I signed the
out the door, pausing only long
last idiot sheet, Linda Wheeler
enough to call babysitter, photo
came
in with a friend of hersgrapher, and Nurse Midwife
Doctor, or Nurse Lou Somethingagain.
or-other. As we went through the
On the way there, I talked
double doors, someone down the
constantly trying to reassure
hall called out, "You better hurry.
Kathy, because by this time, her
She's ready," and we ran.
contractions were coming one
We burst in through the door
right after another. Eachtime one
came on, she clenched my of the Birth Room, and all I saw
was
Kathy propped up on the bed
shifting arm like a vise.
I ran every red light on our having yet another contraction.
course with the van's flashers Trained as I was, I took her hand
flashing. It wasn't until we were and looked up at theclock to time
getting out of the van at the it, until I realized that the time to
hospital's emergency room time contractions was over.
I began reassuring her and
entrance that we realized we
worked with her to slow her
didn't have the suitcase.

breathing, as Lindascrubbed and
slipped into her gloves.
Kathy was opening and
having to push. After all the
training to relaxand refrain from
pushing until the Nurse Midwife
said so, Kathy kept asking, "Can
I push now? Really?"
Linda said, "Of course you
can," which phrase I seized upon
and repeated probably eighteen
or nineteen times like a nervous
parrot. Linda checked Kathy out
while Lou held Kathy's right
hand and, with a stethescope,
listened to the baby's heartbeat.
This must have been at 5,or 10till
midnite.
Linda was wonderful. Even
when things are as hectic asthis,
the Nurse Midwives have trained
themselves to remember the
feelings and wishes of the
birthing parents. Since our photo
grapher hadn't yet arrived, Linda
offered to send up to her office for
her own camera, but Judy ran in
the door just then, cameras
dangling wildly about her neck.
That was my lastclear memory of
anyone else in the room but
Kathy, until Sarah was born.
Everything happened so fast, we
were surprised to learn later that
Judy managed to get seventy-two
exposures off in what seemed like
minutes.

I can't really describe what I
felt at that moment. It was
euphorious, exhilarating beyond
belief.
Sarah was big, 10 lbs., 3Vfe
ozs., and healthy, and wet, and
purple, and beautiful, with a head
full of dark hair and a loud cry.
I'm sure I was thefirst tocount all
ten fingers and all ten toes. I was
so happy, I didn't even -think to
look to see, or ask if she was a boy
or girl.
I babbled a bit then. "We did
it! We did it!" and Linda placed
Sarah up on Kathy's stomach. A
nurse said, "It's a girl," and
Sarah, who didn't have a name
yet, began trying to nurse. I
kissed Kathy, and we were both
crying.
Linda clamped and held the
umbilical cord and gave me the
honor of cutting it. Then, while
she checked Kathy out to see if
there was any tearing that
required stitches, I sat down in a
rocker, unbuttoned my shirt, and
they placed my new daughter
against my chest to keep her
warm.
She immediately dumped in : i
my. hand, our first real daughter/ ;
father communication, andit was
wonderful.
Considering all she had been
through in the last nine months, I
and especially in the lastcouple of I
hours, Kathy felt great. Though j
Sarah was a large baby, there was |
no tearing, no episiotomy, no j
stitches, no drugs, and, amazing j
" "I was" somewhat dazed, hut \
supremely happy.
Kathy got out of bed and into
a rocking chair unassisted, and
when they gave her the baby, she
looked at me and said, "Shelooks
like a Sarah, doesn't she?"
I agreed.
About an hour afterthe birth,
Kathy, Judy the photographer,
and our friend Bill Dunaway were
up in Kathy's room breaking out
the champagne and tuna
sandwiches. After we had toasted
everything and everyonein sight,
Bill and Judy left us to ourselves,
and we talked until dawn.
At the time of this writing,
Sarah is two months old, can roll
over by herself, recognize indivi
dual voices, andmake soft, golden
cooing sounds. She grins a lot,
and is developing a beautiful
infant's sense of humor. It's
amazing how she changes and
grows so noticeably from day to
day.
Involvement in Natural
Childbirth may not be for
everyone, but for me, it's been the
highpoint of my life.
Oops! I've got to go now and
change a diaper.
Later,
Happy New Year
Don E. McGregor

As the baby'shead crowned, I
reached down and touched her. It
was electric. Kathy's face was
contorted with each spasm, so
primal, so alive. She looked as
though she had broken through
the time barrier. She was an
Egyptian Princess giving birth in
the shadow of the first pyramid,
beyond all restrictions of timeand
place. If I couldsculpt, I'd attempt
the likeness of her birthing
expressions.
And her sounds, deep,
gutteral, growling screams like
an animal. She was magnificent.
Childbirth remains the
greatest wonder of the world.
Sarah's head popped out about a
quarter past midnite with the
The Nurse Midwifery
fattest cheeks of any baby ever, Service is located at the
all purple and wet. I cradled her Department of Obstetrics
head in my left hand while Linda
suctioned her mouth and nose. and Gynecology, The
Another contraction, another University of Tennessee,
push, and Sarah was born.
College of Medicine.

Judy Chicago's

THE DINNER PARTY
Patricia Campbell
"And she gathered all before
her,
And she made for them a sign
to see"
so read the banners thatflank the
entry way to Judy Chicago's
monumental salute to our
foremothers: The Dinner Party.
In the 1960's Judy Chicago
was an isolated writer and artist.
Enraged at being deprived of her
historical role models, she began
a search to discover and reclaim
her heritage. In 1979 The Dinner
Party was completed and an
exemplification of the power and
trancendence of constructive
anger was shared. White smolder
ing boulders of rage had been
transmuted into an awesome
tribute to womankind. On
November 25th of this year she
spoke to a standing room only
crowd at Memphis State
University. She shared the con
ception, process and birthing of
The Dinner Party - her effort to
begin to construct the feminine
history in Western Civilization.
The springboard for The
Dinner Party lies in feminist
philosophy which holds that
every human being's life and life
experiences have meaning and is
of value. Traditional records of
the humanrace showedwomen as
an amorphous, shadowy, ^nonlittle of substance and signifi
cance. Daily life, personal
experience and isolated figures
resonating from the past contra
dicted this portrayal. When an
intensive two-year search was
made, thousands of women of dis
tinction were found sprinkled
throughout the recorded history
of Western Civilization. Of these
women nine hundred and ninety-

nine were chosen to be honored
and thirty-nine were given places
at The Dinner Party.
The Dinner Party is a
massive, free standing, three
dimensional, triangular table
that is graced with place settings
for thirty-nine women. Each
woman is represented by a porce
lain plate individually designed
to abstractly represent her unique
contribution. Each plate rests on
an elaborate runner depicting
scenes, symbols and themes
prevalent during the woman's
point in time. Needlework - intri
cately and magnificently
executed - is the media used and
speaks to the ongoing everyday
mode of women's artistic
expression. The runner serves as
a background for the plate much
like the culture served as a back
ground for the emergence of the
woman. The nine hundred and
sixty women, not represented by
plates, are honored by having
their names inscribed - ingold - on
the floor that supports the table.
This Heritage Floor provides
support for the tablemuch like the
women provided support for one
another.
Symbols, both personal and
universal, are woven throughout:
The Dinner Party, as a religious
metaphor - a reinterpretation of
vox, uaoi oui/pw - pruviues a way

of dealing with the larger
metaphysical issue of "feminine
values-- and their denegation by
modern society. The use of china
painting and needlework
suggests that in our cultural
myopia about "women's work,"
we have deprived ourselves of the
rich products, not only of
women's culture, but also of
women's minds and energies.

Additional symbolism is found in
the table itself. The equilateral
triangular table speaks to
equality as well as to the early
sign of woman and goddesses.
The rich, vibrant female forms the embodiment of each plate affirms female sexuality and
celebrates the commonality of all
women.
Being of massive proportion
The Dinner Party is not easily
transported or readily accommo
dated. Since its completion in
1979, it has had only four
showings. Because female
genitalia are integral to the work,
controversy raged after its first
exhibition. All major museums
capable of housing a work of this
scale declined to exhibit. Women,
it seemed, were again about to be
written out of history. Continued
showings became possible,
however, through the efforts of
grass root organizations. It is
currently on exhibit at the
Brooklyn Museum. It will soon be
aired on PBS. In 1981 it will be
displayed at the Museum of Con
temporary Art in Montreal. To
date 300,000 peoplehave seen The
Dinner Party. Countless others
have shared the experience
through the documentary Right
Out of History.
Realizing that, because of its
size, only a limited number of
people would have direct accessto
ner work and wanting to enterthe
culture through multiple
channels, Judy Chicago filmed
the process and spirit of The
Dinner Party Project. Right Out
of History documents the five
year struggle to bring The Dinner
Party to fruition. It begins two
years into the project -at thepoint
that she was joined by four

WRITTEN BACK INTO HISTORY
How many of these women of distinction do you know?
Elizabeth Blackwell
_ Althea Gibson
— Mary Lyon
Rebecca Lee
— Dorothy Richardson

— Emma Goldman
— Artemisia Gentileschi
— Joan of Arc
— Helena Comaro
Mary Shelley
— Caroline Herschel
— Rosana Chouteau
Margaret Fell Fox
— Simone de Beauvoir
Colette
— Margaret Sanger
Jane Addams
Judith Leyster

1. Anarchist, political activist
2. First black woman doctor
3. Native American chief
4. Co-founder of Quaker religion and advocate of
spiritual equality of women
5. Scholar, feminist, political organizer and author of
the Equal Rights Amendment
6. Courageous abolitionist and feminist
7. Writer, aphorist, bon vivant; oneof the firstwomen to
live openly as a lesbian
of witchcraft for practicing
herbal medicine
10. Suffragist, pacifist and first woman elected to U.S.
1. Feminist novelist; originator of stream of
consciousness writing
2. First professional woman artist in United States
3. Pioneer psychologist
4. Pioneer woman scientist and astronomer,- first
woman to discover a comet
5. Militant founder of temperance movement
6. First female historian in North America
7. Daughter of Marie Curie, physicist, discover of the
neutron, Nobel Prize recipient and feminist
8. Pioneer black athlete
9. First woman doctor of medicine in America
0. Feminist, wrote A Vindication of the Rights of
Woman

_ Grace O'Malley
— Imogen Cunningham
— Rachel Carson
Sojourner Truth

'2. Renowned Italian painter; first woman artist to
express a femfcle sensibility
3. Pioneer aviator and feminist
4. English writer, feminist and pioneer in creating a
female form language in literature

_ Christine DePisan

— Alice Paul
— Mary Ann Shadd Cary
— Marian Anderson
__ Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
— Margaret Mead
— Marie Montessori
— Jeanette Rankin
— Natalie Barney
— Mary Wollstonecraft
Hannah Adams
_ Mary Baker Eddy
Tituba
— Emily Dickinson
— Clara Barton
— Babe Didrikson
— Amelia Earhart
— Carrie Nation
— Elizabeth Cady Stanton
— Sarah Peale
— Phillis Wheatley
— Georgia O'Keefe
— Isadora Duncan
— Karen Homey
— Virginia Woolf

hundred artists, craftspeople and
researchers as far away as
Australia - and records the inner
workings of a community of
artists in their lengthy labor of
creation. It is to date the only
record of a community of artists,
mostly women, working to
transform their experience and
that of their foremothers into art.
And it, like the work itself,
vigorously attests to the spirit of
women and their insistence on
recognition as fully functioning
human beings.
Aside from the political and
sociological significance of The
Dinner Party, it stands freely as
an outstanding work of art.
Chicago's useof color, texture and
imagery is rich, varied and
pulsating. Her reds bound from
the plates - too full, too energized
to be contained. Her forms are as
convuluted, intricate and delicate
as the women portrayed. In the
case of Christine DePisan, the
form surges, peaks and rolls from
the plate like an undulating body
of water in tune with its nature.
The rich, sensuous drapery that
majestically adorns the plate of
Artemisia Gentileschi har
moniously links the artist with
here Renaissance peers. Emily
Dickinson's delicate, whispering
feminity speaks exquisitely in
lace and ribbon. To continue des
criptively is to reduce the work.
For me, the limitations of
language are keenly felt as the,
work unfolds and captures. The
universal language of art and its
ability to transcend barriers is
trumpeted through The Dinner
Party. Through such efforts
women's struggle to join the
dominant conversation is inched
toward realization.

25. Philosopher, writer, author of The Second Sex, a
monumental feminist history of women
26. Pioneer educator, founder of Mt. Holyoke, first
women's college in America
27. Prima ballerine
28. Author of Frankenstein and daughter of Mary
Walls tonecraft
29. American painter and pioneer in creating a female
form language in art
30. Hanged for practicing midwifery and bearing
children without being married
31. Major American photographer
32. Dancer, choreographer and the founder of modem
dance
33. Opera singer and United Nations delegate
34. Biologist, author and pioneer ecologist
35. Jewish heroine, spy and freedom fighter
36. Military heroine executed for challenging authority
of Church, wearing male attire and prophesying
37. Anthropologist, social critic, author
38. Social reformer,founder of Hull House,humanitarian
39. First black poet in America
40. Humanist and early feminist; first female author to
support herself through writing
41. First woman to receive Ph.D. in philosophy
42. Writer and grand-dame of French letter
43. Physicist, chemist, discoverer of radium and Nobel
Prize recipient
44. Irish sea captain and pirate
45. Outstanding woman athlete
46. Founder of Christian Science
47. American poet
48. Pioneer advocate of birth control
49. First black woman to practice law in America
50. Founder of American Red Cross
51. Dutch painter
52. First woman in U.S. to publicly demand the right to
vote for women; lifelong partnerof Susan B.Anthony
Answers On Page 9
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When We're In Little Rock
We Have All Of Our Typesetting Done By

Computer Graphics

212 Center St.. Little Rock

Prior to that Sunday evening in February of '64,
I had been living in a middle-class womb, I was
fourteen. The only things I had toworry about were
acne, wanting desperately to be accepted by the
opposite sex, and thediscovery of themyriad hiding
places I had devised for my stroke books. I was a
failure at all three.
Then something happened. I guess I could blame
Cl- praise Ed Sullivan for the way I am. I sat there
on the den floor asSullivan manipulated every
young screamer in that studio audience. I
had no idea what to expect, but I felt an
anxiety that maybe now I can attribute
to puberty, but back then, living in that
womb, was puzzling. There on my par
ents' black and whitescreen, appeared
something that changed my life.
It changed the juvenile values I
had, it changed the way I felt about myself.
What I saw on Ed Sullivan
that night has had the most
profound effect on my life.
Now into my 32nd year, I
realize that the valuesI have
adopted were not biblical
in nature - nor were they
heathen by anymeans.
My lifestyle
seems to have
had its birth not
in Sun Studios, not
at the Peppermint
Lounge, not at the
Fillmore (West or
East) but Downstairs
at the Cavern Club,
thank you.
For me the first time Rock
and Roll died was when the
selective service,
R.C.A., Col. Parker
• J +uan
or Hal Wallisgot hold of Elvis. Iwasjustakidthen
loved to listen to Elvis, but would wait till the radio
programmed it for me - never considered buy ng
anything. Then from '59 thru '63, were talking
wasteland If you were Italian,from Philly,and for
got your last name, then Dick Clark
you were
iroovy. It was the grand period of
and
echo chambers. The final death rattle of Tin Pan
Alley

I was of Irish and Italian blood, and a freshman ^
a Catholic High School, butJohn K^dys death
did not have the profound effect ^.shou^if^t?fne
My body was changing, my em«tl0n®
out of hand, and I had purloined a c py
pathia Sexualis." After two chapters I had to tore
a kid to come out every weekandmowmypalms
So there I sat, "Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and
Girls" (Ed covered all the bases, God bless5 hi )
"The Beatles." It took about three minutes for y

life to navigate that 180 degree turn. I have not
turned back since. That choice has sometimes, for
myself, been regretable, but has been the only
choice.
,, , ,
Now, sixteen years later, John has been assassi
nated. If my life wasguided by afour-headed hydra,
then the loss of one head, has drained some of my
strength. Sure I took it for granted, but I returned
to those records still, the years after they were no
more. Now one of them is no more. Though
true, I can't accept it. John, who tore me a
new one when he donned harmonica and
nasally declared "I'm a loser ..." firmly
planting his pidgeon toes on Bob Dylan s
turf. John, whose "Mr.Kite" kept my mind
off the fact that I had to drive three
very pretty girls home after our
senior party. Their boyfriends,
going away to college, had given
them the axe, and I had no girl
friend that night cause I was
in the band. But I was so be
wildered by "Sgt. Pepper"
that I missed oneof the great
opportunities of my life. I
went away to college my
self and when my first
ful-time-almost-married-her girlfriend
was in the hospi
tal for some rea
son, The Beatles
chose to release
The White Album. The
day I went to buy her flo
wers; we spent the after
noon looking at the fourcolor portraits in thehospital
room, and since she wasn't
dying I left early that day.
When Abbey Road came
—
t— Iw o n ' te v e nb o r ey o u
o
u
with the sophmoric approach my peers andI took..
It's still fine nostalgia .. .
But that was the nostalgia of The Beatles. 1 hat
Group hasn't existed for ten years. Fine, I never
wanted a reunion. They could never be considered
an "oldies"act. Their music is timeless. But you see,
John, Paul, George and Ringo were still around.
Ringo, hanging out in L.A.; George still sitarish
after all these years; Paul, making a fortune, but
leaving a lot to be desired; and John, after many
years absence from recording,cutting anemotional
album done with total indifference to critics — an
album reaffirming his love for Yoko and their son.
John — dead on the steps of the Dakota; assassi
nated by a fan. Part of my life is gone.
"Tom O'Neil's Record Reviews" will return in
the February Dixie Flyer.

Answers: Written Back Into History
19 Elizabeth Blackwell
18 Althea Gibson
Mary Lyon
2_ Rebecca Lee
1L Dorothy Richardson
27. Anna Pnvlova
35 Hannah Senesh
L_ Emma Goldman
22 Artemisia Contileschi
36 Joan of Arc
41 Helena Camaro
28. Mary Shelley
14. Caroline Herschel
3 Rosana Chouteau
i_ Margaret Fell Fox
25 Simone de Bcauvoir
12 Colette
48 Margaret Sanger
38 Jane Addams
51 Judith Leyster
44. Grace O'Malley
31 Imogen Cunningham
34. Rachel Carson
6 Sojourner Truth
43 Marie Curie
40 Christine DePisan
30 Ursley Kempe
17 Irene Joliot-Curie
26

5 Alice Paul
49 Mary Ann Shadd Cary
33 Marian Anderson
21 Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
37 Margaret Mead
9 Marie Montessori
10. Jeanette Rankin
7_ Natalie Barney
20. Mary Wollstonecraft
16 Hannah Adams
48 Mary Baker Eddy
8 Tituba
47 Emily Dickinson
50 Clara Barton
45. Babe Didrikson
23 Amelia Earhart
15 Carrie Nation
52 Elizabeth Cady Stanton
12. Sarah Peale
39. phillis Wheatley
29. Georgia O'Keefe
32 Isadora Duncan
13 Karen Homey
2£_ Virginia Woolf
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Kaya And The Welders
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Trader Dick's
Diane Stein
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SAM AND DAVE
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Linzie Semmes Butler

There was a wild man on
stage. The Welders backed him up
with hot Reggae rhythms and
Linzie held center stage, his body
rocking wildly - continuously - the
rhythm throbbing, driving,
frenzied. It spoke of raw blatant
sexuality; and left no room for
doubt or nuance. He came down
into the audience at times, to
engage hisenraptured listenersin
the Jamaican chant-like patterns
which run through the tunes, and
constitute the basis of Reggae.
The sounds are insistent,
disturbing - cries of anguish, of
protest, of bold, wild love. They
'rile' you uplike ole'hard corerock
n' roll.
For Linzie, a native southern
rocker, is pulsating up there, with
his dredlocks, the unmistakable
sign of a true and devoted
spiritual follower of "Rah." His
chest is bare, and only a simple,
solid piece of cloth is wrapped

around him, hanging from his
hips - riding on his hips. His face
distorts and grimaces sometimes
when he sings, so intense is the
feeling of the songs to him, the
conscience of which they speak.
Linzie identifies with the
political and spiritual music of
the simple Jamaican follower
who is poor and somewhat
stoned, or perhaps chronically
stoned. He shuns the trappings of
the world and rails against the
'establishment.' He is angry with
the 'haves,' as he is a 'have not,'
yet this 'hippie' loves the back-toearth simplicity of his own life.
The man paints a pretty
picture. He is celebrating the
simple raw life - he is fighting for
it up there. And the audience
cannot sit still. They are turned
on by the primal rhythms. It
enters their bodies, it passes from
the stage to them, and the room
becomes electric with movement.

—IMWUMMh't
MEMPHIS

Lyn Gillick

Much of the new music which
is created in Memphis is
performed at MSU, or composed
by musicianswho workthere. The
contemporary-oriented concerts
which are held at MSU's Harris
Auditorium from time to time
(usually free) are interesting
events at which you can hear
what is new and get some idea of
the fresh approaches to music
being worked out here in
Memphis.
Dr. John Baur coordinates
and instructs music theory
courses at MSU where he also
teaches composition. Baur is a
composer. Most performances of
his work take place out-of-town.
Locally, you are most likely to
hear his work at MSU. Or you
could get a hold of CRI's
recording of his The Moon and the
Yew Tree.
Recently the Composers
Recordings, Inc. (NYC) recorded
Baur's setting for Sylvia Plath's
poem (which is from her Ariel
collection.) The words of The
Moon and the Yew Tree are
tormented and gripping. Bleak.
The music, scored for soprano
voice, flute, piano and cello, add
psychological dimension andgutlevel accessibility to Plath's
verses. The result is moving and
chilling; at the sametime, irresistably pleasureable.
The Moon and the Yew Treeis

easy to hear. Baur takes care to
lead the listener from psychic
atmophere to atmosphere. There
is slightly restrained chaotic
madness and smooth measured
calm. Dryness and overripeness.
A kind of assertive forward
motion which emerges occasion
ally among areas of suspended
stasis.
Very little word-painting
occurs. An exception is when in
"twice on Sunday the bells startle
the sky/Eight great tongues
reaffirm/At the end they soberly
bong out their names," moldylow
chime-like sonorities emanate
from the piano.Overall, the music
builds on moods which are spun
out by the lines of the poem.
Plath's words are sung in
phrases based around varying
pitch centers. Sometimes the
vocal line is caressing moledic;
more often it is not. Baur makes
particularly effective use of the
textural resources of his instru
ments. Inside-the-piano sounds
(plinky to booming), use of
overtones and unconventional
ornaments in all parts seem to
happen naturally, blending and
evolving with the words,
transforming the poem into a
powerfully sensual experience.
The other of Baur's pieces
which I've heard share this
quality of imaginative textural
writing. Miniatures, performed at

, ^1^^ 80V

Text and Art: P.A. Lubniewski
Paul Simon, Bruce Springs
teen and Stevie Wonder - class.
They've been tops in the music
world for years, growing with
each new album. They have that
special something - a deep, intro
spective sensitivity. They've
given no quarter on baring their
poetic souls ontheir latestalbums
- especially Mr. Springsteen's The
River. Although themusic itself is
a bit overdone, listen to the lyrics
and the voice, on cuts such as the
title song The River, and I Wanna
Marry You and Fade Away. One
of the strongest songs is Point
Blank, a classic example of an
epic love ballad. Springsteen's a
reputed perfectionist and this
album shows it. He has a song to
please every mood, but no studio

LP can capture the energy and
rock 'n roll spirit he shows in a
live concert. Bruce and the E
Street Band areon tourright now,
and word has it that a Memphis
concert is slated.
Paul Simon's One Trick
Pony was created forthe movie of
the same name, starring Mr.
Simon. His pure, clear voice
shines and he can rock — just
listen to Ace in the Hole and One
Trick Pony. He's found a bandhe
can click with. The poetry that
Simon is famous for is epitomized
in Oh Marion,"the only time love
is an easy game, is when two
other people are playing it..."
Simon's always cut through our
sorrow and purified our life, and
on God Bless The Absentee, he

MSU last spring by Omnibus is
an assortment of colorful little
pieces which express various
states of being. Apparitions, a
solo flute suite whichhas notbeen
performed in Memphis is an
unusual, distinctive work for that
instrument, full of whimsy,
boldness and charm. Canti II;
Prism, for chorus and orchestra
(which I also hope will be
performed here) is a big dynamic
work of confrontational presence.
I especially like the second
movement. A sublime moment of
clarity arises in the midst of
hysteria. A lot of us have been
there.
Baur's Concerto for Double
Bass will premiere in Memphis at
MSU during the New Music"
Festival in mid-February. Go
hear it.
Composers Recording, Inc.,
mentioned above, produces the
work of living American
composers. Their address is 170
West 74th Street, New York, N.Y.
12223. They'll send a catalogue
free of charge if you request one;
Baur's The Moon and the Yew
Tree is available through this
organization.
In the next issue of the flyer,
I'll be investigating another end
of the local innovative music
spectrum - MMUSIC; Memphis
Musicians United Supporting
Improvisational Creativity.

speaks of being a surgeon, with
music as his scalpel. Simon and
his band are also on the roadand
a local appearance would be
warmly received this cold winter.
Stevie Wonder's latest album
Hotter Than July is - hot. A
genius with wordsand music, this
talented man has been on the
scene starting out as "Little
Stevie Wonder," and has grown
into a very respected songwriter
and musician. He plays a wide
variety of instruments on this
latest LP, which was produced
and written by him.
Side one is filled with love
songs, whereas Side two takes
care of some of his political
statements. Wonder focuses on
the 'plight' of his fellow blacks,
from Jammin', which is ablend of
early Motown sounds and
Reggae, to his tribute to Martin
Luther King, Happy Birthday.
This song ended his latest
Memphis concert at theColiseum.
With the helpof his band Wonderlove, Gil Scott-Heron (who opened
the show), RufusThomas, and the
soulful A1 Green, Wonder and the
crowd sang, clapped and danced
into the eleventh hour.
Simon, Springsteen and
Wonder put a great deal of quality
and care into their music, the
'something' lacking in many
current releases.
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BETTER THAN THE FAMILY ALBUM
Free at over 200 Mid-South locations
Including these fine folks who support us with advertising
Art Center, 1636 Union
Blues Foundation Meetings
Burke's Books, 634 Poplar
Clark's Quick Print, 1326 A Poplar
Computer Graphics, 212 Center, Little
Rock, Arkansas
Dunkin' Donuts, 1776 Union
Healthy Trading, 1783 Union
Hemker Photo, 2491 Dwight Rd.
Jewel Medley, 3536 Walker
Kimbrough Liquors, 1483 Union
The Little Chef, 1737 Union

Lou's, 531 S. Cooper
Maggie's Pharmacy, 19A N. Cooper
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health, 1462 Poplar
1910 Frame Works, 2100 Union
P & H Cafe, 1528 Madison
Trader Dicks, 2012 Madison
T-Shirts, Intl., 239 S. Cooper
Women's Resource Center, 499
Patterson
The Well, 1588 Madison
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